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About the Archer: 
 
Hello Sagittarius Season! Sagittarius is the most optimistic sign, a 
counterbalance to Scorpio as we come out of Scorpio Season. This 
Scorpio Season may have been especially dark and gloomy with 
Mercury retrograde in Scorpio almost the whole time, so we could use 
the optimism! Now, we can focus on the bright side of every situation, 
and don’t want to get stuck in the dark anymore. It’s time for some light! 
 
Sagittarius rules expansion, and wants us to expand our lives and minds 
so we’re open to new experiences and opportunities. This allows us to 
learn and grow and evolve, and have some fun while we’re doing it. 
Sagittarius wants to experience the world and everything in it, and get to 
know lots of different people and different ways of living. Sagittarius 
finds this fascinating! 
 
Sagittarius is a travel ruler, along with Gemini, and governs 
long-distance travel. Sagittarius wants to see everything everywhere, 
and is open to going to any new place it hasn’t seen before. This may be 
traveling halfway across the world, or hopping over to a restaurant 
nearby it’s never been to. 
 
Sagittarius is the Archer, and so it’s a lover of adventure. This sign wants 
to have all of the adventures it can (though sometimes it’s only in its 
head!). Sagittarius throws itself into everything it does with enthusiasm 
and zeal, and gets excited by the idea of something wild happening.  
 
Sagittarius is bold and daring. Sagittarius isn’t afraid of too much, 
Scorpio is ruler of our fears, so it’s refreshing once we’re in Sagittarius 
and not all that concerned about them! There’s too much to do and see 
and experience, and Sagittarius doesn’t want fear holding it back. Be 
bold, be daring, be brave! 
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Sagittarius is an energized fire sign, and we can use that energy to take 
action for fun. It’s also a mutable sign, which is scattered, wandering 
energy. Hence Sagittarius always wanting to be on the go. It just can’t 
handle things being stale and stagnant! 
 
Sagittarius is a teacher and storyteller, wanting to share all of the 
experiences that it’s had with others so they can learn through their 
experience. Sagittarius can tell big, fantastical stories (and maybe 
exaggerate sometimes), but it’s always interesting! 
 
There can be a surprising amount of wisdom within Sagittarius when 
this sign has experienced, explored, and expanded its life and mind, and 
learned how to take some things seriously. That wisdom can then be 
shared with others, and can give Sagittarius some status, and help it 
make progress along the adventures it has. 
 
So, have a happy birthday season to the Sagittarians! And to everyone 
else - be free, be bold, be bright! 
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Set Your Intentions: What would you like to be your biggest 
focus during Sagittarius Season? What steps can you take? 

What research do you need to do? Who do you need to talk to 
about it? What do you need to work on within yourself to make 

it happen? Lay it all out:   
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Affirmations for Sagittarius Season: 
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Give Yourself a Tarot Reading for Sagittarius 
Season: 

 
 

Focus on Sagittarius Season and pick a number between 1 and 9. Find 
the Tarot card the number corresponds to on the next page and that’s 
your primary focus for Sagittarius Season! 
 
Breathe . . . 
 
Focus on Sagittarius Season . . . 
 
Then pick a number 1 through 9!  
 
Or put numbers 1 through 9 on different strips of paper, crumble 
them up, and pick one out randomly! 
 
Read on . . . 
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Tarot Cards: 
#1: The Fool 
You’re not worried about 
a thing. You feel at one 
with the moment, and 
you’re willing to jump into 
new things out of childish 
curiosity. You’re an 
adventurer. You’re not 
paying attention to what 
you should, so you can 
become a victim. You 
need to watch where 
you’re going. 

#2: Wheel of Fortune 
Things can go your way, 
and it’s out of the blue, 
but welcomed. You can 
get a windfall, promotion, 
raise, or some sort of 
good luck. The news you 
hear tends to be positive, 
and you need to prepare 
yourself to use the good 
luck that comes. 

#3: The Sun 
Life is good and you feel 
good. You’ve reached the 
light at the end of the 
tunnel and feel good 
things are coming. You 
have an optimistic 
outlook and can create 
success for yourself. A 
new dawn has come into 
your life, and you’re 
excited about it. 
 

#4: The World 
You see how everything 
comes together from 
beginning to end, how 
you’ve learned and grown 
from past experiences, 
and all of the 
opportunities that await 
you with this chapter in 
your life ending. You can 
travel, have success, and 
be rewarded. 

#5: Knight of Wands 
The Knight of Wands is 
passionate and charming, 
bold in love and life. He 
throws himself into new 
things, but doesn’t finish 
much. He wants to travel, 
explore, have new 
experiences, and see 
what the world has to 
offer him. 

#6: Page of Swords 
The Page of Swords has 
done homework, knows 
what needs to be done, 
and is ready for what 
comes. Can study other 
people and get a good 
read on situations. News 
that comes is meant to 
help problems and offer a 
solution. 

#7: None of Wands 
You’ve gone through a lot 
and feel you’re almost 
there, but you have to 
wait so you can deal with 
the problems around you 
first. 

#8: Ten of Cups 
You’re close to your loved 
ones and feel like you’re a 
part of something outside 
of yourself. You feel good 
emotionally. 

#9: Four of Pentacles 
You try to build a solid 
foundation for future 
success. Take a step back 
and share all that you’ve 
attained in life. 
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☽ Lunar Movement During Sagittarius Season 
2019  
 
Starts in Libra 
Libra Moons are good times to focus the people in your life and give 
others more attention. You may want to spend more time with others 
one-on-one, and tackle your relationships so you feel more secure 
about them. This is a good Moon to find some balance and peace.  
 
Enters Scorpio November 24th @ 12:57AM ET/November 3rd @ 
9:57PM PT 
Scorpio Moons are good times to dig deeper below the surface, do 
research and investigation, and focus on something you’re passionate 
about. It’s good for finding solutions to vexing problems, and taking a 
serious approach to issues that need it.  
 
Enters Sagittarius November 26th @ 3:10AM ET/12:10AM PT 
Sagittarius Moons are good times to let loose after the Scorpio Moon, 
and find some space to breathe and explore. You can feel more open to 
new experiences and have a more optimistic outlook. You can focus on 
opportunities and what they have to offer you. This is amplified with the 
New Moon in Sagittarius on the 26th. 
 
Enters Capricorn November 28th @ 7:32AM ET/4:32AM PT 
Capricorn Moons are good times to focus on ambitions and long-term 
plans for your goals. These are often professional, but can also be 
personal. You can be more disciplined and practical, responsible and 
mature, and sort through what’s needed. 
 
Enters Aquarius November 30th @ 3:13PM ET/12:13PM PT 
Aquarius Moons are good times to focus on change, find more 
independence, and push us outside of our comfort zones. We can be 
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open to doing things in new ways, meeting new people, and coming up 
with innovations. We may think outside of the box. 
 
Enters Pisces December 3rd @ 2:10AM ET/December 2nd 11:10PM PT 
Pisces Moons are good times to get in tune with our intuition and inner 
guide, and to exercise more compassion and empathy. You may be 
more introspective, want some time alone to recharge, or work to bring 
something to an end.  
 
Enters Aries December 5th @ 2:45PM ET/11:45AM PT 
Aries Moons are good times to start something new, to take the initiative 
with something we want, and to make use of a pioneering spirit. You 
may have more energy and drive to take action with something, and 
feel positive about your chances.  
 
Enters Taurus December 8th @ 2:29AM ET/December 7th @ 11:29PM 
PT 
Taurus Moons are good times to slow things down, take stock, and 
bring grounding energy to anything that needs it in your life. You can 
work to improve stability, security, and confidence, and you can focus 
on financial matters.  
 
Enters Gemini December 10th @ 11:46AM ET/8:46AM PT 
Gemini Moons are good times to focus on your short-term plans, create 
new ones for ideas, and communicate with others. You can work to be 
more expressive, and try to understand yourself and others better. A 
Full Moon in Gemini occurs on the 12th, and this can make it more 
important to be open and authentic in communications, and say what’s 
on the mind. 
 
Enters Cancer December 12th @ 6:23PM ET/3:23PM PT 
Cancer Moons are good times to focus on your emotional needs, and to 
find more emotional comfort and support for yourself. As you feel more 
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comforted and supported, you can give comfort and support to others. 
We can be more nurturing and focused on emotional connection with 
others. 
 
Enters Leo December 14th @ 10:56PM ET/7:56PM PT 
Leo Moons are good times to use creative energy to make the mundane 
more manageable and connect to your heart. You can spend time with 
the people you love, and do the things you love in healthy and positive 
ways.  
 
Enters Virgo December 17th @ 2:16AM ET/December 16th @ 11:16PM 
PT 
Virgo Moons are good times to get things done that need to be done. 
The things that have piled up in the last week or so can become top of 
mind, and you can focus on getting organized, making lists, and tackling 
the little things so you feel less stressed (but needing to not take on too 
much, otherwise more stress can come!).  
 
Enters Libra December 19th @ 5:05AM ET/2:05AM PT 
We come back around to Libra, and this is good for re-focusing on 
relationships and people in your life, and tying things up that started at 
the beginning of the season. 
 
Enters Scorpio December 21st @ 7:56AM ET/4:56AM PT 
Sagittarius Season ends with the Moon in intense Scorpio, and this helps 
to get us focused again on the things we’re passionate about as we 
head into disciplined, hard-working Capricorn Season! 
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Make the most of the Moon: List one thing you can do with 
each Moon sign period during Sagittarius Season: 
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Void-of-Course Moon Periods During Sagittarius 
Season 2019 
 
The Void Moon Periods during Sagittarius Season 2019 are: 
 
November 23rd 9:50PM - November 24th 12:57AM ET (6:50PM - 9:50PM 
PT) 
November 25th 12:30PM - November 26th 3:10AM ET (9:30AM - 
November 26th 12:10AM PT) 
November 28th 5:50AM - 7:32AM ET (2:50AM - 4:32AM PT) 
November 29th 10:57PM - November 30th 3:13PM ET (7:57PM - 
November 30th 12:13PM PT) 
December 2nd 7:27AM - December 3rd 2:10AM ET (4:27AM - 11:10PM PT) 
December 5th 3:15AM - 2:45PM ET (12:15AM - 11:45AM PT) 
December 7th 10:02AM - December 8th 2:29AM ET (7:02AM - 11:29PM 
PT) 
December 9th 8:13PM - December 10th 11:46AM ET (5:13PM - December 
10th 8:46AM PT) 
December 12th 12:12AM - 6:23PM ET (December 11th 9:12PM - 
December 12th 3:23M PT) 
December 14th 10:57AM - 10:56PM ET (7:57AM - 7:56PM PT) 
December 16th 5:10PM - December 17th 2:16AM ET (2:10PM - 11:16PM 
PT) 
December 19th 3:06AM - 5:05AM ET (12:06AM - 2:05AM PT) 
December 21st 6:46AM - 7:56AM ET (3:46AM - 4:56AM PT) 
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What to do during Void Moon periods: 
 
When the Moon is void-of-course, it has made its last major aspect in 
the sign the Moon is touring, and is now just moving toward the new 
sign. This is sort of an aimless period for the Moon, so Void Moons are 
good for slowing things down, getting rest, tying up loose ends, and 
finishing things you’ve already started. This can become real laziness 
during Sagittarius Season. They’re not seen as particularly good periods 
for anything new, unless you want nothing to come of it. The exception 
is if you have any natal or progressed planets at 29 degrees (the 
anaretic degree). This means the Moon is moving to aspect your 
anaretic planet, and therefore is still giving you energy personally. You 
may feel invigorated while the rest of us are slumping! 
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Quarter Moon Phases During Sagittarius Season 
2019 
 
 
New Moon 
November 26th 10:05AM ET/7:05AM PT 
Keyword: BEGIN 
Moon Location: 4 degrees 3 minutes Sagittarius 
The New Moon phase is a time of new beginnings, new ideas, new 
plans, and new energy. We can focus on what we’re enthusiastic about 
pursuing, and feel positive about opportunities. We can work to pursue 
ideas for expansion, exploration, and new experiences, and can feel 
more open and optimistic. 
 
What new ideas, plans, and opportunities can you focus on 
with the New Moon in Sagittarius? 
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2nd Quarter Moon Phase 
December 4th 1:58AM ET/December 3rd 10:58PM PT 
Keyword: ADJUST 
Moon Location: 11 degrees 48 minutes Pisces 
2nd Quarter Moon phases tend to focus on adjustments that need to be 
made. We’ve started new with the New Moon and are charging toward 
the Full Moon, where we reap what we’ve sown. This phase is the time 
for us to be flexible so we can improve our chances of succeeding with 
the Full Moon. In Pisces, we may need to let go of something, finish 
something, reconcile something from the past, or connect to intuition. 
 
What adjustments can you make, or how can you be more 
flexible, during the 2nd Quarter Moon phase? 
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Full Moon 
December 12th 12:12AM ET/December 11th 9:12PM PT 
Keyword: CULMINATION 
Moon Location: 19 degrees 51 minutes Gemini 
The Full Moon phase brings the climax of the Moon, and therefore 
brings culminations, endings, and we reap what we’ve sown. We can 
experience success and make progress, or we can experience setbacks, 
delays, and failures. Emotions run high with Full Moons, and we can 
focus on finding ways to express those emotions. Try to have healthy 
outlets for expression. 
 
How can you manage developments with the Full Moon, and 
have proper outlets for your emotions? 
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4th Quarter Moon Phase 
December 18th 11:57PM ET/8:57PM PT 
Keyword: CLEAR 
Moon Location: 26 degrees 58 minutes Virgo 
4th Quarter Moon phases focus on clearing out and cleaning up to make 
room for the new energy coming with the New Moon phase. This can be 
a quieter time when we’re focused on preparation. With Virgo, we can 
get to work on whatever needs to be done, and get the little things out 
of the way to clear our time and energy for the New Moon. 
 
What can you clear out and clean up during the 4th Quarter 
Moon phase?   
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⚸ Lilith During Sagittarius Season 2019 
 
The dark lady, Black Moon Lilith (a dark pixie!) is in Pisces for the rest of 
this year, and goes from 22 to 25 degrees during Sagittarius Season. 
Lilith in Pisces tends to be more subdued for Lilith. Lilith wants to break 
out, shake up the patriarchy, and be true to itself. But Pisces doesn’t like 
doing that too much! So we may try to make changes quietly, in subtle 
ways that don’t grab too much attention. Where we may see more of a 
fighting spirit come out is when we’re helping the helpless, and need to 
stand up for the defenseless. We may want to punch the heartless in 
the mouth!  
 
Sagittarius Season comes with 3 Lilith aspects: trine (positive aspect) 
transit Mercury (December 5th, this helps us to speak up and speak 
truth), sextile (positive aspect) transit Venus (December 16th, this helps 
us to feel more comfortable with standing up, and we can stand up for 
not just ourselves but others as well), and square (hard aspect) transit 
Sun (December 17th, so Sagittarius Season is square Lilith, and this can 
force us to work on standing up and speaking out in ways that make a 
difference, even if it means we encounter lots of opposition in the 
process). 
 
Your Lilith energy may come out in the areas of life ruled by the natal 
house transit Lilith is touring for you (find where 22-25 degrees Pisces 
falls). If Lilith will aspect any of your natal planets or house cusps, this 
may trigger your inner Lilith, and you may stand up and be bold! 
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What natal house is Lilith touring for you? Will Lilith make any 
aspects to your natal chart during Sagittarius season? 
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Sagittarius Season 2019 At-a-Glance Calendar 
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Planetary Movement During Sagittarius Season 
2019 

 
New Moon in Sagittarius November 26th @ 10:05AM ET/7:05AM PT 
The Sagittarius New Moon (at 4 degrees 3 minutes) can help us to focus 
much more on the Sagittarius Season energy, and gives a nice little 
boost of Sagittarius energy at the start so we can get out of all of the 
serious energy we’ve been mired in, and focus more on the good. We 
can expand, explore, and experience life, and can feel optimistic about 
what’s possible. This helps us do more and get out into the world. 
 
Aspects: 2 degrees 3 minutes - 6 degrees 3 minutes of Sagittarius 
(conjunction), Libra or Aquarius (sextile), Virgo or Pisces (square), Aries or 
Leo (trine), Gemini (opposition) 
 
Note the house location and aspects of this New Moon and 
potential impact: 
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Venus enters Capricorn November 25th @ 7:28PM ET/4:28PM PT 
Venus moves into Capricorn during Sagittarius Season, and this can help 
us enjoy focusing on our goals and feel more ambitious. We can make 
the most of the freedom we have during Sagittarius Season while not 
getting too far off track thanks to Venus in Capricorn, and we can have 
enough discipline and focus to know where we’re going. 
 
 
Jupiter enters Capricorn December 2nd @ 1:19PM ET/10:19AM PT 
Expansive Jupiter moves out of Sagittarius, where it’s been for the last 
year, and enters Capricorn, making us disciplined, ambitious, and 
hard-working. We can take the big ideas we come up with during 
Sagittarius Season and put together realistic plans to make them 
happen, and keep working at them until they’re real. This is big energy 
for the next year as Jupiter joins Saturn and Pluto in Capricorn. Focus on 
the Capricorn energy in your own chart so you know what will get your 
attention over the next year. Transform, take control, work hard, and 
expand! 
 
 
Mercury enters Sagittarius December 9th @ 4:14AM ET/1:14AM PT 
Mercury finally leaves Scorpio, and our minds can lighten up! We can 
think bigger, brighter, and more optimistically, and this can help us to 
expand and explore, to learn new things, to share wisdom, and to speak 
out. We can be more engaging with one another, and we can believe in 
our ideas and plans. 
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Full Moon in Gemini December 12th @ 12:12AM ET/December 11th @ 
9:12PM PT 
The Gemini Full Moon (at 19 degrees 51 minutes) can help us work on 
expressing what we’re thinking and feeling. It’s not the time to keep it 
locked up inside of you! It’s the time to find the right words to say, and 
be authentic and honest. We can connect more strongly with words, 
and we can understand what is meant. 
 
Aspects: 17 degrees 51 minutes - 21 degrees 51 minutes of Gemini 
(conjunction), Aries or Leo (sextile), Virgo or Pisces (square), Libra or 
Aquarius (trine), Sagittarius (opposition) 
 
Make note of the house location and aspects made by this Full 
Moon and potential impact: 
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Venus enters Aquarius December 20th @ 1:41AM ET/December 19th 
@ 10:41PM PT 
Venus moves into Aquarius just as Sagittarius Season is coming to a 
close, and this can help us focus on our hopes and dreams, and feel 
more comfortable with making changes. We can open up to meeting 
new people, and this expands our social circle so we have more people 
to connect with for whatever we’re working on. It’s all about the future 
now! 
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Major Planetary Aspects During Sagittarius 
Season 2019 
 
Venus conjunct Jupiter 
November 24th @ 8:33AM ET/5:33AM PT 
28 degrees 11 minutes Sagittarius 
- super optimistic, feeling lucky, affectionate and friendly 
Which natal house will the conjunction occur in and will it aspect your 
natal chart? 
 
 
 
Mars opposite Uranus 
November 24th @ 11:51AM ET/8:51AM PT 
3 degrees 32 minutes Scorpio Mars, Taurus Uranus 
- feeling restless, agitated, impulsive, needing to be true to yourself and 
challenge the status quo 
Which natal houses will Mars and Uranua be located, and will they be 
aspecting your natal chart? 
 
 
 
Mercury trine Neptune 
November 28th @ 4:51AM ET/1:51AM PT 
15 degrees 55 minutes Scorpio Mercury, Pisces Neptune 
- active imagination, creative ideas, charismatic communications 
Which natal houses will Mercury and Neptune be located, and will they be 
aspecting your natal chart? 
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Venus trine Uranus 
November 28th @ 1:27PM ET/10:27AM PT 
3 degrees 24 minutes Capricorn Venus, Taurus Uranus 
- open to the unconventional, meeting new people, doing things 
differently in love and relationships 
Which natal houses will Venus and Uranus be located, and will they be 
aspecting your natal chart? 
 
 
 
Mercury sextile Saturn 
November 30th @ 1:13AM ET/November 29th 10:13PM PT 
17 degrees 54 minutes Scorpio Mercury, Capricorn Saturn 
- disciplined mental energy and focus, practical ideas and plans, 
merging details with the big picture 
Which natal houses will Mercury and Saturn be located, and will they be 
aspecting your natal chart? 
 
 
 
Mercury sextile Pluto 
December 3rd @ 12:23AM ET/December 2nd 9:23PM PT 
21 degrees 30 minutes Scorpio Mercury, Capricorn Pluto 
- digging deeper and researching, finding more info, focusing on serious 
matters, finding solutions, passionate ideas 
Which natal houses will Mercury and Pluto be located, and will they be 
aspecting your natal chart? 
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Venus sextile Mars 
December 3rd @ 10:47AM ET/7:47AM PT 
9 degrees 27 minutes Capricorn Venus, Scorpio Mars 
- highly creative, passionate, affectionate, loving 
Which natal houses will Venus and Mars be located, and will they be 
aspecting your natal chart? 
 
 
 
Sun square Neptune 
December 8th @ 4AM ET/1AM PT 
15 degrees 57 minutes Sagittarius Sun, Pisces Neptune 
- ability to dig deeper and research, especially things you’ve needed to 
before, and finding solutions 
Which natal houses will the Sun and Neptune be located, and will they be 
aspecting your natal chart? 
 
 
 
Venus sextile Neptune 
December 8th @ 4:48PM ET/1:48PM PT 
15 degrees 57 minutes Capricorn Venus, Pisces Neptune 
- super compassionate and imaginative, sacrificing and intuitive 
Which natal house will Venus and Neptune be located, and will they be 
aspecting your natal chart? 
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Venus conjunct Saturn 
December 11th @ 5:05AM ET/2:05AM PT 
19 degrees 4 minutes Capricorn 
- super ambitious, enjoying focusing on goals and plans, responsible in 
love, committed to others 
Which natal house will the conjunction occur in, and will it aspect your 
natal chart? 
 
 
 
Mars trine Neptune 
December 13th @ 6:55AM ET/3:55AM PT 
15 degrees 59 minutes Scorpio Mars, Pisces Neptune 
- working to take action with dreams, feeling dreamy and spiritual, 
spiritual pursuits, extra compassion 
Which natal houses will Mars and Neptune be located, and will they be 
aspecting your natal chart? 
 
 
 
Venus conjunct Pluto 
December 13th @ 10:16AM ET/7:16AM PT 
21 degrees 48 minutes Capricorn 
- super passionate, super committed to others, enjoying intensity, being 
intimate 
Which natal house will the conjunction occur in, and will it aspect your 
natal chart? 
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Mars sextile Saturn 
December 19th @ 5AM ET/2AM PT 
19 degrees 56 minutes Scorpio Mars, Capricorn Saturn 
- super discipline energy, getting things done, making progress with 
goals and taking action 
Which natal houses will Mars and Saturn be located, and will they be 
aspecting your natal chart? 
 
 
 
Mercury square Neptune 
December 19th @ 11:19PM ET/8:19PM PT 
16 degrees 4 minutes Sagittarius Mercury, Pisces Neptune 
- overactive imagination, lost in fantasy, difficulty with reality and focus 
Which natal houses will Mercury and Neptune be located, and will they be 
aspecting your natal chart? 
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Weekly Planner 
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Gratefulness tracker (check or shade): 

This week I am grateful for . . .  M  T  W  T  F  S  S 

My family               

My partner               

My pet(s)               

My work               

My friends               

My health               

               

               

 
 
 
Habit tracker (fill out with what you want to keep track of for each day of the 
week, things like walking, getting 7 hrs of sleep, meditating, eating your 
vegetables, reading, etc., and check or shade the days you do it) 

HABIT  M  T  W  T  F  S  S 
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Gratefulness tracker (check or shade): 

This week I am grateful for . . .  M  T  W  T  F  S  S 

My family               

My partner               

My pet(s)               

My work               

My friends               

My health               

               

               

 
 
 
Habit tracker (fill out with what you want to keep track of for each day of the 
week, things like walking, getting 7 hrs of sleep, meditating, eating your 
vegetables, reading, etc., and check or shade the days you do it) 

HABIT  M  T  W  T  F  S  S 
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Gratefulness tracker (check or shade): 

This week I am grateful for . . .  M  T  W  T  F  S  S 

My family               

My partner               

My pet(s)               

My work               

My friends               

My health               

               

               

 
 
 
Habit tracker (fill out with what you want to keep track of for each day of the 
week, things like walking, getting 7 hrs of sleep, meditating, eating your 
vegetables, reading, etc., and check or shade the days you do it) 

HABIT  M  T  W  T  F  S  S 
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Gratefulness tracker (check or shade): 

This week I am grateful for . . .  M  T  W  T  F  S  S 

My family               

My partner               

My pet(s)               

My work               

My friends               

My health               

               

               

 
 
 
Habit tracker (fill out with what you want to keep track of for each day of the 
week, things like walking, getting 7 hrs of sleep, meditating, eating your 
vegetables, reading, etc., and check or shade the days you do it) 

HABIT  M  T  W  T  F  S  S 
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Gratefulness tracker (check or shade): 

This week I am grateful for . . .  M  T  W  T  F  S  S 

My family               

My partner               

My pet(s)               

My work               

My friends               

My health               

               

               

 
 
 
Habit tracker (fill out with what you want to keep track of for each day of the 
week, things like walking, getting 7 hrs of sleep, meditating, eating your 
vegetables, reading, etc., and check or shade the days you do it) 

HABIT  M  T  W  T  F  S  S 
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Sagittarius Season 2019 

 
 

 
 

ARIES 
 
Sagittarius Season activates your expansion sector, and this can be an 
excellent time to get out, have new experiences and adventures, and 
see what life has to offer you. The November 26th New Moon in 
Sagittarius can bring this energy out and open up opportunities for you 
to enjoy life and make some memories. With Mercury entering 
Sagittarius December 9th, it helps you to come up with plans for 
expanding and exploring. Venus and Jupiter in Capricorn can keep you 
from flying too high and make you more practical so you’re not too lost 
in big ideas. The December 12th Full Moon in Gemini helps you sort 
through plans and ideas so you can get focused. 
 
What can you expand, how can you explore, or what new 
experiences can you focus on during this Sagittarius Season? 
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TAURUS 
 
Sagittarius Season activates your transformation sector, and this can be 
a great period to focus on transforming an area of life that has been 
stagnant and needs some fresh life breathed into it. If you’ve been 
thinking of doing it for some time, this may be the right time to get 
moving. Mercury entering Sagittarius December 9th helps you come up 
with plans and ideas to make it happen. Venus and Jupiter in Capricorn 
can keep your spirits positive and uplifted, and you can focus on the 
good. The December 12th Full Moon in Gemini can get you grounded 
enough to push through challenges that may have you stuck. 
 
How can you transform during this Sagittarius Season? 
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GEMINI 
 
Sagittarius Season activates relationship sector, and this can be a time 
to focus on the people in your life, work on connecting better, and open 
up to new people. You can be more committed to others, and enjoy 
time spent with others. Mercury entering Safittarius on December 9th 
helps you communicate better with the people in your life, and you can 
be more considerate of others. Venus and Jupiter in Capricorn can help 
you deepen intimacy and grow closer with your loved ones. The 
December 12th Full Moon in your sign opens you up emotionally so you 
can work on that connection with others even more, and make sure it’s 
going both ways. 
 
How can you focus more on others and regain balance during 
this Sagittarius Season? 
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CANCER 
 
Sagittarius Season activates your work sector, and this can be a time to 
get a lot of work done. You can get organized, make lists, and work on 
your routine to get even more done. All about efficiency and 
productivity! The Sagittarius New Moon on November 26th can help 
more, and open up new work opportunities for you or new projects for 
you to start. Mercury entering Sagittarius December 9th can also help 
you get more detailed and focused. Venus and Jupiter in Capricorn help 
you bring some balance. The December 12th Full Moon in Gemini might 
want you to take a break or let go of something you don’t need. 
 
How can you get more done during Sagittarius Season? 
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LEO 
 
Sagittarius Season activates your love sector, so this is a fantastic time 
to show love and affection for the people you love, and open your heart 
to even more love and joy. You can make time for the things you love to 
do most, especially with the Sagittarius New Moon November 26th. That 
can be a great time to pick up a new hobby or start a new creative 
project as well, and Mercury entering Sagittarius December 9th helps 
with focus on creative ventures. Venus and Jupiter in Capricorn can 
keep you working on what needs to be done so you’re not just talking, 
but acting. The Gemini Full Moon on December 12th can make you more 
independent and want more time for your dreams.  
 
How can you bring more love into your life during Sagittarius 
Season? 
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VIRGO 
 
Sagittarius Season activates your home and family sector, so you can 
spend more time at home or with family, improve connections with the 
people you think of as family, and improve your living situation. You can 
focus on your support system, be more supportive of others, and 
strengthen yourself at your core. The Sagittarius New Moon can help 
with home and family matters, and Mercury entering Sagittarius on 
December 9th can help you to express what you’re feeling more easily. 
Venus and Jupiter in Capricorn can keep you from getting too serious 
and remember to connect to your heart. The Gemini Full Moon on 
December 12th can be a good time to make progress with something 
you’ve worked hard and smart at, and assess your direction. 
 
How can you be more supportive, build stronger foundations, 
or make time for the home/family during this Sagittarius 
Season? 
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LIBRA 
 
Sagittarius Season activates your communications sector, so you can 
work to be more open with what’s on your mind. You can share ideas, 
talk things over with others, and not hold back on opinions. The 
Sagittarius New Moon on November 26th can bring an important 
communication, or a new idea to take action with. Mercury entering 
Sagittarius on December 9th helps you with plans and to be even more 
open. Venus and Jupiter in Capricorn make sure you don’t neglect 
emotional needs too, and that you’re tending to both your mind and 
heart. The Gemini Full Moon on December 12th can remind you to focus 
on the bright side and speak up when needed. 
 
How can you be more open and express yourself authentically 
during this Sagittarius Season? 
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SCORPIO 
 
Sagittarius Season activates your money, values, and security sector, so 
you can work to bring some stability and security to your life now that 
you’re coming out of Scorpio Season. This time can be slower, and you 
can take a steady approach. The Sagittarius New Moon on November 
26th can bring financial opportunities, and you can feel more confident. 
Mercury entering Sagittarius December 9th helps with financial ideas, 
and once you make decisions, you can stick with them. Venus and 
Jupiter in Capricorn can help with new ideas and plans that you’re 
excited about. The Gemini Full Moon on December 12th can bring 
serious energy that you have to find a solution for or transform. 
 
How can you improve your security and bring stability into 
your life during this Sagittarius Season? 
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SAGITTARIUS 
 
Sagittarius Season is your Season! This is the time where energy is on 
your side, and you can focus on new beginnings, new projects and 
ventures that you can pursue and give focus to for the next year of your 
life. The Sagittarius New Moon on November 26th can be the best time, 
and Mercury entering Sagittarius on December 9th gives you lots of 
ideas that you can take action with quickly and talk with others about 
openly. Get going! Venus and Jupiter in Capricorn help you to stay 
grounded and stick to whatever you get started with. The Gemini Full 
Moon on December 12th reminds you to focus on the people in your life 
too. 
 
What can you get started with quickly during this Sagittarius 
Season? 
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CAPRICORN 
 
Scorpio Season activates your subconscious, spirituality, and karma 
sector, and you may want to take some time to yourself to recharge 
during this season. Jupiter is moving into your sign after all, and your 
season is coming up next, so this is a good time to recharge and 
replenish and get ready. Make preparations, and clear out what is no 
longer needed so you have plenty of room for the new, and you’re not 
carrying as much baggage. The Sagittarius New Moon on November 
26th can help you work on things on your own, and Mercury entering 
Sagittarius December 9th can give you ideas to work on quietly. Venus 
in your sign helps you to be pleasant, and the December 12th Full Moon 
in Gemini lets you get the little things out of the way. 
 
How can you take it easy and make more time to recharge 
during this Sagittarius Season? 
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AQUARIUS 
 
Sagittarius Season activates your friends and dreams sector, so this is a 
great time for you to create plans to pursue your dreams (especially 
with Mercury entering Sagittarius December 9th), and take advantage of 
opportunities for your dreams with the Sagittarius New Moon on 
November 26th. You can also be open to meeting new people, 
expanding your social circle, and enjoying time spent with friends. 
Venus and Jupiter in Capricorn help you to be in tune with your spiritual 
self, and the Gemini Full Moon on December 12th can inspire you, make 
you more affectionate and loving, and keep you in touch with your 
heart. 
 
How can you work on changes, focus on your dreams, and stay 
inspired during this Sagittarius Season? 
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PISCES 
 
Sagittarius Season activates your goals and life path sector, and this can 
be a great period for working toward your goals. You can feel ambitious, 
driven, and want to make as much progress as you can. The Sagittarius 
New Moon on November 26th can bring recognition and attention, or 
new opportunities to pursue, and make you feel like you’re hitting your 
stride. Mercury entering Sagittarius December 9th makes you more 
practical and helps you work on long-term plans. Venus and Jupiter in 
Capricorn keep your eye on the future, and the Gemini Full Moon on 
December 12th can remind you to strengthen the foundation of 
whatever you’re working on, as well as yourself, and to have a solid 
personal life and support system to buoy you. 
 
What goals can you focus on during this Sagittarius Season? 
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